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The two most prominent explanations over the past 25 years for the real output effects of nominal aggregate demand fluctuations are anticipated in the last line quoted from Hume: imperfect information about nominal fluctuations (as emphasized by Lucas (1973 Lucas ( ,1987 ), and short-run nominal rigidities. The model presented below integrates both imperfect information and sticky prices in a single framework endogenously through costly information and costs of nominal price adjustment. The model emphasizes the importance of both imperfect information and sticky prices in determining the impact of nominal shocks on real variables, and the importance of sticky prices in propagating the real effects of nominal shocks through time.
Estimation of the model and simple examination of cross-country differences in output persistence both indicate that sticky prices are a more likely explanation for the persistence of the business cycle than neoclassical propagation mechanisms such as capital accumulation or persistent real shocks.
The incorporation of costly information naturally gives rise to imperfect information about monetary movements as posited in the signal extraction models of Lucas (1972 Lucas ( ,1973 , but the real effects of these monetary shocks will be short-lived without a propagation mechanism significantly more effective than capital accumulation (see, for example, Cooley and Hansen (1995) ). Sticky prices provide one such effective propagation mechanism, as has been well demonstrated in, for example, overlapping contracting models such as Taylor (1980) . The model below should be viewed as a variant of models such as Taylor (1980) in which sticky prices are the primary propagation mechanism. Unlike Taylor (1980) , the model below does not constrain firms to set prices without current information; the level of information firms possess when setting prices depends on whether the firm is willing to spend resources on information acquisition. The combination of information imperfections and nominal rigidity yields a model that nests imperfect information and sticky price models estimated in previous work (Lucas (1973) , Ball, Mankiw, and Romer (1988) , and Rotemberg (1994) are prominent examples).
The emphasis of the framework developed herein on price stickiness as a propagation mechanism has many precedents, but the central prediction of menu cost models that high inflation reduces price stickiness, and hence should reduce the persistence of output deviations from trend, has not been examined. Estimation of the model provides the first cross-country evidence suggesting that sticky prices are a major business cycle propagation mechanism; simply put, the evidence suggests that persistent deviations of output from trend begin to disappear as average inflation rises because the persistence generating mechanism (sticky prices) disappears.
The systematic relationship between inflation and output persistence documented in section III is clearly consistent with a wide class of models in which nominal price rigidity is endogenous (as in the model of section I). It is difficult to reconcile the systematic relationship between inflation and output persistence with models in which prices are perfectly flexible and output persistence is driven by capital accumulation and the persistence of technology shocks, as inflation does not significantly affect the business cycle dynamics in those models (see Cooley and Hansen (1995) for an example and references).
The paper is organized into four sections. Section I presents a simple model with endogenous information and sticky prices. Section II discusses the role of price stickiness as a propagation mechanism. Section III presents the cross-country empirical results which emphasize how higher inflation reduces the persistence of real output fluctuations through decreases in price stickiness. Section IV concludes.
I. The Model
The model is a variant of Calvo (1983) in which individual firms face a constant probability (hazard) of adjusting their nominal price. This assumption captures the notion of fixed prices at the firm level while allowing for smooth adjustment of the aggregate price level (as a constant hazard model at the firm level leads to partial adjustment at the aggregate level (Rotemberg (1987) , Caballero and Engel (1993) ). The presentation of Calvo (1983) is altered by endogenizing the probability of price adjustments, thereby allowing for the (average) frequency of adjustment to vary with the parameters driving movements in the fundamentals affecting desired prices (as in Romer (1990) ). The model is set in discrete time, which facilitates empirical implementation. The model also incorporates costly information acquisition. While the potential importance of information costs has been acknowledged in the menu cost literature (Ball and Mankiw (1994) ), previous information cost models (Caballero (1989) and Andersen (1994) ) do not contain any mechanism generating price rigidity, and therefore cannot generate sluggish adjustment to perceived shocks. While highly stylized, the model is a simple framework in which the basic intuition of the menu cost and imperfect information literatures can be captured.
References to the menu cost literature are contained in Ball and Mankiw (1994) . Section A introduces notation, and describes the menu cost and information cost specifications employed. Section B describes the choices of firms within the model.
A. Notation
Consider an economy consisting of a continuum of firms (distributed over [0.1]) whose (log) desired nominal prices (x ) depend on the (log) money supply (m ) (i.e. aggregate demand) it t and idiosyncratic demand/supply factors (u ) (i.e. relative price shocks):
The loss from deviations of nominal prices (p ) from desired prices is quadratic,
This specification is standard throughout the menu cost literature, and can be derived in a utility maximizing model in which firm/consumers produce differentiated products and the quadratic loss function is a second order approximation to the firm/consumers' indirect utility function.
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To illustrate the intuition behind nominal price rigidity and information acquisition, the money supply and relative price shocks are random walks:
it it-1 uit where µ is the mean rate of money growth, and , and , are i.i.d. Normal with mean zero. mt uit
A.i. Price Adjustment
Due to a fixed cost of price adjustment F, firms find continual adjustment of nominal prices to be suboptimal. In a model with perfect information, the optimal price adjustment policy for individual firms would be some variant of a state-dependent price adjustment policy, in which Caballero and Engel (1992,1993) are examples of menu cost models enriched by consideration of state-dependent 3 price adjustment.
5 the probability of price adjustment in any period depends on the size of the deviation from the desired price.
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Several problems arise in applying the state-dependent approach in this paper. First, optimal price adjustment policies have been derived only under restrictive assumptions, so that deriving closed form solutions for empirical implementation when money follows a more general process than (3) (as in sections II and III below) is still an open area of research. Moreover, the aggregate implications of these adjustment policies depend on the distribution across price setters of deviations from desired prices. Measuring such a cross-sectional distribution requires highly disaggregated data and hence precludes a large cross-country study (because of missing data).
Finally, the optimal adjustment policies studied thus far assume perfect information; the form of optimal adjustment policies in an imperfect information environment like that of this paper requires further research.
To circumvent these problems with a time varying probability of price adjustment, I
assume firms choose a constant probability of changing price in any period (B) (Calvo (1983) , Romer (1990) ). The choice of B occurs in a period when the firm has the opportunity to change its nominal price, and remains constant until the next opportunity the firm has to change its nominal price (on average 1/B periods after the last price change), at which time a new B can be chosen. The assumption that price changes at the firm level occur in any period with some constant probability captures the notion of fixed prices at the firm level, while allowing for smooth aggregate price level movements (as some firms will adjust in each period). Of course, a constant B loses some degree of realism; presumably price adjustment is more probable the larger the deviation from desired price, as in state-dependent models. The assumption of a constant B does allow the model to capture some of the most important features of more general formulations.
For example, the average time between price adjustment (1/B) will be lower in economies with higher average inflation/money growth (µ). The hope is that this simplification captures the basic notion of cross-country differences in price rigidity. I will show that the solution of the model encompasses a number of previous models as special cases.
A.ii. Information Acquisition
Information gathering about optimal prices (the state of the money supply and relative price factors) is costly. The "information cost" (cost of determining the optimal relative price) is captured by the assumption that a firm chooses whether to maintain a marketing or "information" division which determines the current desired price (x ) when the firm changes price. To maintain it the marketing or information division, the firm must incur a fixed cost (") in each period (in order to hire market analysts). The fixed " differs across firms; specifically, I assume that the fixed cost of an information division to a firm is a constant "(0,") drawn from the distribution G(.). When a firm without an information division changes price, the firm adjusts based on one period lagged information. A firm may choose whether to maintain an information division in those periods when it changes its nominal price, and the decision is then fixed until the firm again changes its nominal price. Under these assumptions, some fraction 1 of firms purchase information and some fraction (1-1) of firms do not purchase information.
As in the discussion of the simplifying assumption regarding a constant probability of price adjustment, the formulation of firms' information decisions is meant to capture in as simple a
framework as possible the notion that firms do not always find the gain from information acquisition worth the expense by modeling the determinants of the average level of information (1). By focusing only on the average level of information purchased by firms, aggregate implications for output fluctuation differences across countries are derived below which encompass popular alternative models (in particular, this characterization of the information problem facing firms leads to a reduced form identical to that of Lucas (1973) ).
B. Price and Information Decisions
Under the above assumptions about the nature and timing of firms' price adjustment 
where D is the discount factor. The first term in the expression for the full information firms includes the cost of maintaining the information division ("), and the losses from deviations of nominal price p from desired price x . The low information firms do not need to pay to maintain t t an information division in each period, so the first term in (6) only includes the losses from deviations of nominal price from desired price. These losses (at s>t) are discounted by the time discount rate (D ), and the probability that nominal price adjustment has not occurred ((1-B) ).
The second term in each equation represents the value of adjusting price at time s and starting the cycle anew, discounted by the time discount rate and the probability of occurrence. Note that under (3) and (4), a firm's minimization problem is recursive, i.e. the same nominal price, frequency of adjustment, and information decision will be chosen by a firm in future periods of adjustment as in period t (so V is the appropriate future value on the right hand side of (5) and 0 (6)).
Solving (5) and (6) The menu cost F is incurred whenever price adjustment occurs (on average every 1/B periods) by
both high and low information firms, while the information division cost (") is continuously incurred by the information firm. These losses are then minimized with respect to B, p , and p .
it it fi pi
As the nominal price choices will not affect menu costs (cost associated with the frequency of price adjustment 1/B) or information costs, the expressions for p and p which it it fi pi result from taking derivatives of (7) with respect to nominal prices are simply:
i.e. nominal prices under the different information sets are set to equal the weighted average of the desired price over the potential horizon when the nominal price is fixed, with the weight at s equal to the probability the price has not been changed by s times the discount factor for s.
Given the assumed processes governing the components of x (3) and (4), the expectation it of x given full information at time t is m +u + µ(s-t). The expectation of x given partial is t it is information at time t (consisting of the history of shocks dated t-1 and earlier) is (m +µ) + µ(s-t)
Evaluating the expectations in the loss function leads to the following expression for the losses in (7) (given the expressions for p (8) and p (9)):
The second and third terms in (10a) The first order condition for B for both types of information firms is identical (as inspection of (10) The intuition is straightforward. Result A.i. simply says that as desired prices move more
Results A.i. and B.i. are standard in the menu cost (Ball, Mankiw, and Romer (1988) and Caballero and Engel 4 (1992)), and information cost literatures (Caballero (1989) ). A.ii. need not be true when firm's price adjustment decisions can be state-dependent (Caballero and Engel (1992) 
II. Empirical Implications of Imperfect Information and Price Stickiness
The model presented in the previous section can readily be adapted to provide an empirical framework identifying the degree of price stickiness, and the presence of imperfect information, through the relationship between real output and nominal output.
First note that eq. (1) The expectations term is an "aggregate expectation" weighting the expectations of contemporaneous information firms and lagged information firms by their shares in the economy.
For example, when nominal aggregate demand or money follows a random walk as in (3), Em = t 1m +(1-1)(m +µ). Thus the reduced form of expectations of nominal aggregate demand is t t-1 identical to that of Lucas (1973) , where in Lucas (1973) 1 corresponds to imperfect information due to signal extraction by firms.
To examine seriously the empirical implications of the model, a more general time series process governing nominal aggregate demand than (3) is used:
This time series process (AR(2) with a unit root) is often successful at explaining the behavior of macroeconomic aggregates. Using (12), (13), and the accounting identity relating the (logs of) real output (y ), the price level (p ), and nominal output (m ) (m = y + p ) yields the following regression of (14) is entirely determined by the degree of price stickiness, i.e. 1-B is the coefficient on lagged output. This result emphasizes that price stickiness is an outstanding propagation mechanism. While this result is exploited in certain macroeconometric models (Taylor (1993) ), the implication that the persistence of deviations of output from trend should be inversely related to average inflation (which arises when price stickiness (1-B) is endogenous from Proposition I)
has not been empirically investigated. The next section explores this implication of the model, and contrasts the results with those of previous authors.
III. Price Stickiness and Output Persistence: Empirical Results
The interesting prediction stemming from (14) 
A. Average Inflation and the Autocorrelation in Real Output.
The primary sample of countries considered is the 43 country sample over the period 1948-1986 used by BMR, as their study is a well known example of the work examining the implications of menu cost models for the impact of nominal shocks on output, and I wish to contribute to our understanding of nominal rigidity by exploring the implications of menu costs
Thanks to Greg Mankiw for providing BMR's data. for real output persistence. Other samples are considered below. Table 1 reports the first two   5 autocorrelations for HP and linearly detrended real output, and the average inflation rate for each country in BMR's sample. Table 2 reports the correlations between the autocorrelation in real output and the average inflation rate in the economy for various subsamples of BMR's sample. In the full 43 country sample, the correlations between the degree of persistence in real output and average inflation in the economy is negative and significant at the 5% or 1% level for both HPfiltered and linearly detrended data. I also split the data into non-OECD and OECD samples; this split is designed to address the concern that less developed economies have less persistent business cycles (i.e. commodity cycles vs. investment cycles), and higher inflation on average.
The results indicate that even within the non-OECD sample there is significantly less business cycle persistence in high inflation economies. The results for the OECD only sample are mixed; the linearly detrended output autocorrelations are significantly smaller in high inflation economies, but the HP-filtered output autocorrelations are not significantly smaller in the high inflation economies. This sensitivity is unsurprising given the small degree of variation in inflation experience across the OECD. In sum, these correlations strongly suggest less persistence in the fluctuations of real output about trend in high inflation economies, as predicted when sticky prices are endogenous (proposition I), and an important persistence generating mechanism (as in (14)).
With these encouraging results in hand, the next section turns more closely to the model.
B.
Case 1: a=0.
In this section, the relationship of the degree of price flexibility (B) to the inflation rate is examined in the BMR sample under the assumption a=0 in (13), as this is the standard assumption Proposition I suggests that both average inflation and the variability of nominal aggregate demand determine 6 *. Unfortunately, the correlation across countries between average inflation and the standard deviation of nominal output growth is very high (0.92 in the BMR sample), so average inflation and variability carry basically the same information. I therefore focus solely on average inflation as a determinant of *; consideration of variability does not change the results in any important way, and reveals that average inflation is more strongly related to * than is variability.
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in this literature starting with Lucas (1973) . Imposing a=0 in (13) and (14) yields the following equation for output: Defina (1991) , Caballero and Engel (1992) , Walsh (1994) This point is noted in the comments on BMR by Akerlof, Rose, and Yellen, and Sims. Kiley (1995) applies 7 this point to the relationship between central bank independence and the costs of disinflation.
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The results show that countries with higher average inflation rates have more flexible prices (and hence through (14) were independent random variables. In such an environment, the regression (14b) would not yield a zero coefficient on )m , even though nominal shocks have no real effects. This is because )m t t equals )y +)P and hence (14b) is simply a regression of real output on a noisy measure of itself. Estimation of (14b) thus is a potentially poor strategy for looking at the importance of imperfect information and price stickiness. Moreover, a=0 may not be a good assumption. The next 7 section pursues a different strategy.
C.
Case 2: aU U0, =1.
The previous section provides new support for endogenous price stickiness models in which prices become more flexible at higher inflation rates, and this flexibility lowers the persistence of real output fluctuations. This section will relax the assumption imposed in many other studies that a=0. The strategy of this section will seek to avoid the spurious regression problem of the previous section. Controlling for aU0 is also important because differences across countries in the persistence of the driving force behind real output fluctuations (nominal output)
will affect the persistence of real output (as seen in (14)). For example, high inflation economies may pursue policies which result in very little persistence in nominal output fluctuations, whereas low inflation economies may display greater persistence in nominal output fluctuations; this pattern would yield less persistent real output fluctuations in high inflation economies even if price rigidity were the same in high and low inflation economies. By controlling for the differences across countries in the persistence of nominal output fluctuations, greater confidence can be placed in associating less real output persistence with more flexible prices.
When aU0, (14) implies that real output is an ARMA(2,1) process
where v is the MA(1) function of , in (14). The moving average disturbance becomes white t t noise in the absence of imperfect information (1=1). Note that (14c) avoids the spurious regression problem of the previous section by estimating an equation for real output which does not include the change in nominal output.
The strategy followed in this section is therefore: 1. jointly estimate, for the detrended BMR data, (14c) and (13), while imposing the restriction 1=1 and the cross equation restrictions on y and m, but without imposing the cross equation restrictions on v and , (imposing these t t cross equations restrictions results in a singular covariance matrix for the system (14c) and (13) due to the simplicity of the model); 2. explore the relationship between this estimate of B and inflation as in the previous section; and 3. test for the presence of a moving average error in (14c) in order to examine the empirical importance of imperfect information. Note that by not imposing the stochastic singularity of the model (i.e. the cross-equation restrictions on the error terms), I
assume that the propagation of shocks to real output follows the predictions of my model, but the impulses to real output can come from other sources. This assumption is questionable, and hence the results should be interpreted with caution. My focus is on the implications of price stickiness for cross-country differences in business cycle persistence, so I believe my focus on the implications of price stickiness for the autoregressive roots of real output in (14c) is reasonable.
The robustness of my conclusions to this identifying assumption are discussed below.
Following steps 1 and 2 for the 43 countries in the BMR data set using Hodrick-Prescott detrended output reveals that the assumption a=0 used in many previous studies is overwhelmingly rejected by the data. As shown in Table 4 , in only six countries is the null hypothesis of a=0 not rejected at the 5% level (Austria, Dominican Republic, Finland, Nicaragua, Tunisia, and Venezuela) (only 3 countries do not reject the restriction at the 10% level -Finland, Nicaragua, and Tunisia). Table 4 also reports the new estimates of B for the BMR sample. This estimate of B is strongly related to mean inflation. This result supports the earlier conclusion arrived at in the AR(1) specification (i.e. a=0) that price rigidity is an important propagation mechanism which explains a significant fraction of the cross-country differences in output With regard to imperfect information, remember <1 implies a MA(1) error in the AR(2) estimated for 8 output. Ljung-Box Q-statistics (not reported) find no evidence of first order serial correlation in the errors of (14c) equations except for Bolivia, Greece, and Panama, where the hypothesis of no first order serial correlation is rejected at the 5% level. These results provide little support for imperfect information, despite its theoretical importance. The values of recovered from (14b) in the BMR sample considered above also give little support to the imperfect information aspect of the model; tends to be greater than 1 and imprecisely estimated. The Lucas (1973) and Alberro (1981) samples considered below perform slightly better along this dimension (for example, in the Lucas sample <1 in every country).
The negative results regarding imperfect information are not particularly surprising. First, the test for serial correlation is fairly weak given the small sample (Cuthbertson, Hall, and Taylor (1992) ). More importantly, the crosscountry comparison above uses annual data (in order to ensure a large sample of countries with different inflation experiences), and an AR(2) does a good job of accounting for the serial correlation of annual output. Imperfect information is likely to be more important in a examination of quarterly data (a one or two quarter information lag is certainly more reasonable than an information lag of a whole year). As the focus of this paper is endogenous price stickiness and business cycle persistence (i.e., *), careful examination of is left to future work.
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persistence.
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D. Robustness I
The previous three sections reveal that high inflation economies in the BMR sample experience less persistent fluctuations in real output. While the cross-country differences in real output persistence seem well characterized by differences in price stickiness (which will clearly be related to average inflation as shown in section I), several robustness checks seem in order. The first issue regards the method used to detrend real output. The previous results in the BMR sample detrend real output with the HP filter; all results are unchanged if output is detrended with a linear time trend.. The second issue regards using (14c) and (13) to estimate the structural parameter determining price stickiness, B. According to the model, 1/B yields the average frequency of price adjustment. Taken literally, the results in table 4 would thus suggest that price adjustment is very infrequent (for example, greater than 3 years on average between price adjustments for the U.S.). This literal interpretation of B thus seems implausible. However, it is well known that in staggered price adjustment models (Taylor (1980) ), the real effects of nominal shocks persist long after all firms have adjusted due to the incorporation of relative price considerations (which are absent from this model) in firms' price decisions. A loose interpretation of 1/B as the result of the interaction of the frequency of price adjustment and the slow adjustment arising from relative price concerns seems consistent with the broad implications of sticky price theories. Moreover, as discussed in subsection A above and tables 1 and 2, the main point regarding the importance of price stickiness as a business cycle propagation mechanism which explains cross-country differences in real output persistence can be seen by looking at crosscountry differences in real output autocorrelations, rather than B. In this sense, the finding of less business cycle persistence in high inflation economies is independent of the identifying assumptions used in estimating the model. 
E. Robustness II
Previous research has concluded that inflation crises (periods consisting of a rapid acceleration of inflation) result in below average output growth, and that output growth quickly rebounds following the elimination of the crisis (Bruno and Easterly (1995) ). These previous findings may raise suspicion that the results in the previous sections rely on the inclusion of crises which are in some sense fundamentally different (and less persistent) than normal business cycle fluctuations.
There are two ways to address this concern. First, as a theoretical matter, the lack of persistence in the output contraction following an inflation crisis is exactly what is predicted by endogenous price stickiness models, because the acceleration of inflation lowers nominal I delete Paraguay from the Lucas sample as Alberro reports large revisions to the Paraguay data used by 9 Lucas.
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rigidities, and hence lowers the persistence of the effects of nominal aggregate demand.
Therefore, the rapid resumption of growth easily fits into the explanation for business cycle persistence offered herein.
Secondly, consideration of different samples from the BMR sample emphasized above reveals that the finding of less business cycle persistence in high inflation countries does not rely on the inclusion of crisis countries. In particular, Lucas (1973) and Alberro (1981) In both samples, the results show that countries with higher average inflation rates have more flexible prices (and hence through (14) less persistent deviations of real output from trend).
These results remain if the three crisis economies identified by Bruno and Easterly (1995) for the pre-1970 period are deleted from the Alberro sample:
In sum, consideration of the Lucas (1973) and Alberro (1981) samples indicates that my finding of less persistence in output fluctuations is not solely a crisis phenomenon, as well as revealing that the predicted effect of inflation on price rigidity, and hence output persistence, can be found in the literature as far back as Lucas (1973) ; previous research on the cross-country implications of endogenous price stickiness simply didn't look for any relationship between persistence and average inflation.
F. Robustness III
The final robustness check concerns the most plausible alternative explanation for the finding of less persistence in real output fluctuations in high inflation economies: measurement error. According to this explanation, high inflation makes measurement of real output more difficult, and the higher level of measurement error leads to less autocorrelation in measured real output in high inflation economies. To address this concern, I assume that the measurement error is of the classical type, i.e. uncorrelated over time. This assumption implies that twice lagged values of output are valid instruments for lagged output in (14b). Estimating (14b) for the 43 countries in BMR's sample by instrumental variables yields the estimates of B reported in table 7. 
VI. Conclusion
To summarize the results, the samples of Lucas (1973) and Alberro (1981) and the persistence of real output is difficult to reconcile with alternative propagation mechanisms such as real shock persistence and capital accumulation. These results go beyond the standard criticism of equilibrium business cycle models regarding the lack of persistence in output generated by these models (Cogley and Nason (1995) , Rotemberg and Woodford (1994) ) by demonstrating that cross-country differences in persistence are systematically related to inflation as in endogenous sticky price models.
These results revealing the relationship between high inflation and low output persistence about trend mesh nicely with the previous work of BMR, Lucas, and many others indicating smaller real output effects of nominal shocks in high inflation countries. (14) indicates that low impact and persistence of the real effects of nominal shocks when inflation is high follows directly from lower price stickiness in high inflation environments.
I therefore conclude that persistent movements of output around trend disappear with high inflation as the persistence generating mechanism (sticky prices) disappears. Unless one is
willing to assume that the persistence of real shocks and the importance of capital accumulation, capital and labor adjustment costs, etc., systematically differ across countries with different average inflation rates, the standard equilibrium business cycle persistence generating mechanisms must play a secondary role to price stickiness in explaining the persistence of the deviations of output from trend. 
